
BlueFocus WRIBOT 
Intelligently generate  
1,000+ articles in 1 second  



About Us 

Provide media data  

services to over 300  

business users 

Over 50 IT employees 

with rich product 

R&D experience 

Specialize in collecting  

massive media text data 

 and natural language  

processing  

Labeled data collected  

from Chinese media  

over the past 15 years  

Bluefocus, AI empowers intelligent marketing 



PR responsibility on 
the client side has 
been extended and 
is more complex. 



Challenge of media communication 

Insights & 
analysis 

Media 
communication 

strategies 
Contents generation Contents distribution Performance monitor 

Performance of 

communication is 

supported by decent 

amount of media coverage.  

While different platforms 

look for contents in 

different forms and styles, 

customized contents will 

stand out;  

News and central issues 

are super dynamic and 

social media, as it 

becomes main stream 

media, is fragmented and 

expensive to coordinate;  

Manual monitoring and 

reporting are inefficient 

and incomplete in the face 

of current market situation 

with huge amount of 

media, contents. 



We need a smart, reliable and 

cost-effective writing robot to 

help us! 

Marketers: 





Productive Rewriter 

Generate 1,000 Articles in 
A Second 

Highly Tie in with  
Hot Topics 

 

Click Release Real-Time Monitoring 

Format Arrangement 

Content Spinner 

Sharp-Sighted 



Product explanation- Content Optimization 

Writing robot - WRIBOT 

Through computer operate 

and 1 million+ in-house 

articles as data base, 

WRIBOT has been able to 

simulate news drafting just 

like a human being  

Based on the tonality and 

style of media outlet, 

WRIBOT will be able to 

customize 1,000+ different 

versions  based on one  

article.  

Automatic inserting 

relevant images, 

product, and further 

reading links  

WRIBOT can 

customize different 

versions of articles 

based on the tonality 

and style requirements 

of media outlets  



WRIBOT could analyze 

and extract the core 

message and labels with 

any news articles. 

Real time capturing latest 

hot news/topics and identify 

relevant hot topics for 

further content penetration 

Real time updating latest hot 

news/topics and automatic 

add it into articles 

Rewritten articles can be 

re-edit again and be 

further distribute via 

POSTBOT. 

Writing robot - WRIBOT 

Product explanation- Hot Topic Matching 



Product screenshots-Mobile 

Writing robot - WRIBOT 



Technical principle 

Writing robot－WRIBOT 



Thanks! 
Bluefocus International 
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